Phase IV – Implementation
Phase III: Solutions
Phase II: Focus Areas
What is Beyond 77?
Visionary plan to
enhance mobility
Beyond 77 was designed to
reduce congestion and
increase mobility throughout
the I-77 Corridor without
physically changing the
interstate itself. It required
bold leadership, public
collaboration, and innovative
thinking.

Phase I – Data Collection
15,000

Public Surveys Completed

1,097

Following data analysis,
twelve focus areas began to
take shape. Thousands
participated by weighing in
on the areas with safety,
convenience, and mode
choice preferences.

12 Focus Areas
of projected congestion

Plans & Policies

North

368
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MOORESVILLE

3
HUNTERSVILLE

400,000+
Data Points

Rock Hill

Developing a universal app for
all transportation-related
activities, combining payment
features, wayfinding, and
trip-planning for everything from
toll lanes and car-sharing to
transit, scooters, or parking.

WALKING OVER A HIGHWAY.

Building land bridges (interstate
caps) that allow us to easily
reach a destination just on the
other side of the interstate,
shortening travel times and
enhancing economic
development.

STATESVILLE

Statesville

74

Take a glance at some
of the solutions.

1

Project Docs

Charlotte

In total, 286 strategies and
solutions were developed to
improve travel throughout the
I-77 Corridor and beyond.
These range from enhanced
roadway connections and
emerging technologies to new
policies and programs. Of the
over 25,000 total participants,
there was a consistent call for
innovation and technology as
leading improvements.

SMART APP.

A deep dive into traffic
patterns, regional projects,
and forecasted growth
revealed a lack of
coordination between
transportation planning and
land development.
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Metro

5
7

9

6

Positioning sensors along I-77
to share live traffic feeds, so
you can alter a route as needed.
Surrounding networks / traffic
lights would integrate to keep
you moving.

REGIONAL HIGH-CAPACITY
TRANSIT.

ON-THE-GO CHARGING.

A full list can be found at
Beyond77.com/Solutions

Expanding public transit modes
that carry large amounts of
people, quickly. (This evaluates
options like bus rapid transit and
light rail.)

74

11
12

Implementation of
solutions spans from
immediate to long-term.

IMMEDIATE

2022 - 2023
2023 - 2026
INTERMEDIATE

2026 - 2035
LONG-TERM

2035 - 2050+

8
10

ROCK HILL

Timeframe

SHORT-TERM

HIGHWAY TECHNOLOGY.

CHARLOTTE

Given that the I-77 Corridor
serves more than just the area
nearby the interstate, many
solutions have the opportunity
to benefit the greater Charlotte
region.

South

Introducing new technology to
charge your electric vehicle in a
designated lane…without ever
stopping.

As a single region, we must
work together to put these
plans into motion.

Impact

We drive
innovation that
constantly
moves us
forward.

Beyond 77 was designed to
improve how you move around
the I-77 Corridor. Regardless of
your preferred transportation
(driving, transit, biking,
scooting or walking), your trip
should be reliable. With this
plan, we want you to have:

More choices on
ways to get around

Funding
With the growing need to
maintain old infrastructure and
build new, transportation
demand has outpaced funding.
The Beyond 77 final report
identifies a series of
alternative funding sources.
One of which, a regionalized
approach, could allow for
faster funding of projects.

Involvement to help
influence local
decisions
Access to travel
across the region

Ability to use
technology to
inform and improve
your travel
Enhanced
mobility

Beyond77.com
info@Beyond77.com

Collaboration
Strengthens
Funding Options

How Can I Help?
Be curious.
Ask questions.
Stay engaged.
You can move beyond the
interstate and advance
the Charlotte region. With your
support, any number of
solutions can be implemented.
You and your neighbors made
your voices heard during
Beyond 77 – and we know you
were just getting warmed up.

Visit Beyond77.com to sign up
for ongoing updates or plug
into feedback opportunities.

Go Beyond
Whether you were born here or
just started to call the
Charlotte region home, it is our
responsibility to guide its
growth for generations to
come. We will need to adopt
new ways of investing in and
enhancing our mobility.
But, that’s what we do best
here in the Charlotte region.
We drive innovation that
constantly moves us forward.
Read all of the recommended
solutions and strategies at
Beyond77.com/Solutions
Learn more about our funded
mechanisms at
Beyond77.com/Funding
Charlotte Regional Transportation
Planning Organization

crtpo.org

